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EDITORIAL

Weekly Policy
It has been said and mentioned again that history is an interpretation. No man is free enough from himself to make an account of a political or social event without some juice. The same is true with newspaper reporting and editorializing.

This is even more true when the reporter is deeply involved in the event, as concerned with the consequences. This is why, to be honest with our readers, and to show concern in the coming national election, the editorial staff of the URISWEN WEEKY unanimously endorses President Lyndon Johnson and Hubert Humphrey.

At a time in our country's political history when the oppressed are seeing the light of equal and fair social justice for the first time, we believe in supporting a man who can see beyond the comparatively trivial troubles caused by the overthrown of social oppression to the bright future through equal justice and freedom of tomorrow and tomorrow.

When the problems of urban and suburban living and transportation are becoming more complex, we believe in supporting a man who will lead the livelihood of the United States into the future.

At a time in our country's political history when the world—what is as high as the stockpiles of nuclear weapons, we believe in supporting an already proven trusted, reliable, and capable people, not one man changes from an extreme position, to moderate, and back again to an extreme position in the Marines" when the situation calls for a more level-headed decision might be a slower way of "pushing the button," but just as effective, in the future through equal justice and freedom of tomorrow.

Customs Continue at UC

Frosh Don Dinks, Signs, Socks
In Annual Orientation Program

More than 800 frosh arrived for the first day of school, including 418 men and 392 women.

Sue Harman Places in Penna. Title Contest

In the contest for the title of "Miss Pennsylvania,'" Sue Harman, Congeniality and Sunset, June 27, at West Chester State College.

Her performance in the contest was the climax to a series of events which entered the Annual Miss Pennsylvania beauty contest.

Sue Harman placed in a whirlpool of activity started last April, when Sue

This first contest followed the announcement of the Miss Pennsylvania contest and the one for Miss America contest eventually used the same three Miss Pennsylvania contestants: basking in ensuite, evening gown, and making the rounds of the major beauty organs. Sue said, "The big surprise for me was having to get up—more exciting than any pageant in the state of Pennsylvania or the county."

Sue was a quiet, unassuming sort of girl who had never competed in any beauty pageant before.

"I thought I was not very photogenic, and I didn't have the usual beauty-pageant profile," Sue said.

"But the more I practiced, the more confidence I gained. By the time of the state contest, I was ready to face whatever was thrown at me." Sue said.

"I was never one to be afraid of competition. I knew I was up against some very talented and beautiful girls, but I was determined to give my best performance."

In the end, Sue's hard work paid off. She received several awards, including the "Congeniality Award" and the "Sunset Award" at the state competition.

"It was a great honor to represent Pennsylvania in the Miss America contest," Sue said in an interview after the pageant. "I was so proud to be a part of something so significant to the state and to be able to share my love for arts and music with so many people."
In Our Mailbox...

Dear Dr. Murray,

There is a topic of extreme interest to the Faculty and Student body of Ursinus at the present time. There are some who would not deny Custom an important part of the college's current century. To this point of view, the traditions of inducting students and in conditioning them is taking place. Since it has lasted so long there must be some good reason for its existence. It is necessary at this time to consider some of these reasons.

The object of the program is to unify the students as a class and not above all, as an integral part of the college. This has not been denied as a worthwhile aim. The difference of opinion tends on whether or not the program is being conducted properly. It has been taken that the incoming class has not been treated with the dignity due a college student.

In a moment of respect as a student is not something that a person can be entailed to along with its registration papers. It is true that they show these signs of maturity by taking on the responsibilities that are their due. It is true that the college has a responsibility to the students who are external to their environment. The maturity that comes from this responsibility is the new responsibilities which will be required of the student. This does not mean that they cannot handle these responsibilities, but rather that it is going to take

...prostration of amount of time for them to be acquainted with their responsibilities thus not to be wasted.

There is little allowance made in the classroom for this transition. Thus for the sake of the individual, this must be understood. Orientation, which is probably the type through which students can be acquainted with various problems they will face. In the incoming class students come to college with preconceptions and many attitudes toward the school. It is necessary that these preconceptions be clarified or changed to promote harmonious transition.

Upper classmen and alumni looking back on 'customs' recall that whether or not and build traditions would have been better off if they had not gone through the program. Some believe that it is very small who can truly appreciate the full meaning of the program. Among these reasons custom must remain at Ursinus and it is definitely not a good idea to do away with it.

Sincerely,

Bill Collelll

Dear Ursula: Advice Column

Dear Reader,

I am opening my advice col­
umn not only to the friends
but to the strangers as well.
Please feel free to send in your
questions. Due to the brief
care of the Weekly Office.

Dear Ursula,

I wish I had caught on as quickly as those trans­fers were readily available.

Dear Ursula,

I am a freshman. My room­
mate has not taken a shower.

Dear Ursula,

I am not quite sure what
...school because I don't

Dear Ursula,

Queen and Princess from Qn in high school.

Dear Ursula,

I can't believe you existe.

Dear Dr. Murray,

The object of the program is to
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The object of the program is to
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The object of the program is to
UC Gridmen Out-Hustle and Out-Last PMC 13 6

Quinn and Deganhardt Comment

Two long touchdown passers from quarterback Denny Quinn to right end and Dave Deganhardt led Ursinus to a 1-14 victory over the Notre Dame Fighting Irish on Saturday afternoon.

The freshmen returned for another game in the 1964 season, with Dutch Molendyke of the freshman team and Mark Mozer of the varsity team both playing as tight ends.

Pancoast Vacates Baseball Spot

To Seek Seat in the State House

Siebman finds himself "Sieb-less"

After 18 years, including 13 winning seasons, Dr. G. Richard Siebman has retired as baseball coach, Dr. Pancoast, who is the Mayor of Collegeville borough, recently received the recommendation of the University of Pennsylvania Board of Trustees as a candidate for the State House of Representatives.

The freshmen were transplanted from Central Atlantic Conference to the Western Athletic Conference.

UC Names Hess Mat Mentor

Irv Hess, the man who molded wrestling into a major sport at Northridge High School, has taken over the reins as head coach and assistant football coach at Ursinus.

He will remain at Ursinus as a professor of political science.

"To become more active in student, baseball was one thing I had to give up," Dr. Pancoast said.

Denny Quinn (3B) sweeps his own end right as E.C. defeated PMC 13-6.

Hockey Practice Officially Starts

Freshmen Prosperts Look Promising—8 Returnees

Once again the leaves are turning and the season is at hand. This year, with Bob Selfridge's hockey coaching methods, the team should be ready for the fall field behind the new ice rink and the newly installed hockey punchers for the first day of practice for the hockey team.

Every weekend, the varsity leaves for its annual two-week period to select eleven girls and to start the season off with a cohesive unit.

Dr. Pancoast said he believes the leadership experience would contribute to him as a professor of political science.

UC Independent's Publishers

Collegeville

The Independent

"To become more active in student, baseball was one thing I had to give up," Dr. Pancoast said.

Denny Quinn (3B) sweeps his own end right as E.C. defeated PMC 13-6.
Invitations Mark Opening of Greek Rushing Today

The formal rushing period for the five Ursinus sororities be­gin at 9 a.m. sharp. The ladies will be given a number and will be seated in numerical order. A list of names or the sorority they wish to rush will be submitted a list of names or the sorority they wish to rush will be submitted.

Rushing applies to all sopho­more and junior students who have been at Ursinus during one rush period. No freshman will be on the ineligible list. Women shall be permitted to rush with groups of students by personal invitation.

The committee on the rush period is composed of Mrs. Elizabeth F. Sherman, chairman; Linda Huffman, second; and Senior Class Day Student President, Mrs. Kathleen J. F. Huffman.

Dr. W. F. Philip, Ursinus, Attends Music Festival

Dr. W. F. Philip, since 1936, a music professor at the University of Illinois, and Mr. Philip, spent the summer vacation at Oregon, Mass., attending the Music Festival, which was held at Oregon State College.

Dorothea M. Schellhase, a member of the board of the Philadelphia Conservatory of Music and Director of the Philadelphia Public School of Music, was present at the Festival, the only conservatory of music in the United States to be represented at the Festival.

Mr. Schellhase, who has been in charge of the Conservatory since 1936, has directed the Festival since 1947.

The Festival, which is held annually, is attended by professional music groups and individual musicians from all parts of the United States.

Mr. Schellhase is a member of the American Musicological Society and the American Federation of Music Teachers.

Sorority Members Attend Invitations to Summer Camps

Sorority sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma and Delta Delta Delta are attending summer camps at Camp Hollywood, Pa., and Camp Christmas, Va., respectively.

Dr. E. W. Galen, a member of the board of the Philadelphia Conservatory of Music, is in charge of the Summer Camps.

The camp at Camp Hollywood is under the direction of Mrs. H. W. Galen, and the camp at Camp Christmas is under the direction of Mrs. E. W. Galen.

Sorority sisters are invited to attend the camps and are urged to take advantage of this opportunity to improve their musical abilities.

The camps will be held from July 1 to July 31, and will include music lessons, concert performances, and other musical activities.
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